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INTRODUCTION 

- The players, as in any other aspect of the game, are the key to a successful 
power play - their execution makes the difference. 

- Your job as a coach is to eliminate the excuses and the reasons for failure. 

- You need to act as a facilitator of performance by: 

1) Creating a team base developed around the required level of physical and 
mental conditioning 

2) Creating a learning environment where players can develop the fundamental 
skills required for power play efficiency 

- Agility Skating 
- Stickhandling 
- Passing 
- Pass Reception 
- Puck Protection 
- Shooting 
- Reading and Reacting to On-ice Situations 

3) Creating a system of play based on the talent at hand and the opposition to 
be encountered 

4) Creating an environment where the players feel confident about the power 
play because they are well prepared through: 

- Concept Flexibility (the specific play vs. creativity question) 
- Well designed practice sessions 
- Video Analysis 
- Pre-Scout Analysis 
- Green Light Group Interaction 



"MOTIVATE THROUGH INNOVATION RATHER THAN INTIMIDATION" 

Why is Power Play Execution Difficult? 

1) Teams place a great deal of emphasis on penalty killing; pre-scout analysis and 
practice simulation 

2) Better coordinated penalty killing units creating quicker and more aggressive 
pressure 

3) The intent of the penalty killing unit to control the situation and to dictate what will 
happen 

4) The risk factor involved because of attack oriented penalty killing 

5) The goaltending factor - their ability to handle the puck 

6) The schedule and related travel - when fatigue is a factor it is more difficult to 
execute offensively 

II 	THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE POWER PLAY 

- The Relationship to Winning 

- The Momentum Factor 

- Power Play Work Ethic and Related Team Building 



Ill 	POWER PLAY PRINCIPLES 

1) Support 

- Elimination of 1 on 1 isolation 

- Numerical Superiority (Overload) 
a) Gaining the zone 
b) Getting control of the puck 
c) Creating the chance 

- Triangulation (at least two passing alternatives) 

2) Movement with a purpose 

- Influencing, distracting or interfering by being a passing option or by creating space 

- Creation of a situation where one man depends on four rather than four on one (eye 
contact with the puck at all times) 

"SEEING THE GAME THROUGH THE EYES OF THE MAN WITH THE PUCK" 

3) Elasticity 

a) Movement of the puck away from pressure 
b) Opening the seams involving width and depth 
c) Counteracts pressure by moving the puck from a position of weakness to a 

position of strength 

4) Thinking two passes ahead 

- This necessitates players away from the puck anticipating and moving to be a 
second or third pass option or to create a screen or rebound position 

5) Balanced positioning 

- Support 
- Opening of the passing and shooting lanes 
- Screening/deflecting 
- Rebound recovery 
- Loose puck recovery 
- Defensive play 



6) Scoring attempts from the prime scoring area 

- Decongestion of this area with coordinated player and puck movement 
- Offensively dictate in this area (control of the opponent) 
- Utilization of shooting angles that will allow all rebounds to remain in the 

prime scoring area 

7) Triple threat positioning 

- Assuming a position that creates the threat of a shot, pass or drive 
- Puck-You-Man posture in order to protect the puck better and to open up the 

passing lanes 

8) Quarterback vision 

- The ability to see beyond the immediate defender. In order to utilize the extra 
attacker effectively in the creation of a scoring opportunity 

IV 	THE SYSTEMATIC APPROACH 

1. Evaluating the personnel 

2. Defining the specific roles 

3. Getting the puck in the right hands at the right time 

4. Showing confidence in the power play personnel 

5. Working at it 

A. The Breakout and Offensive Zone Penetration 

1. vs. Passive 4 Man Back Forechecking 

- come up as a unit 
- utilize speed from behind 
- lateral rather than vertical passes 
- generate speed at the red line 
- prepared for red line rim to a designated side 
- prepared for chip and run at the offensive line 



2. vs. Neutral Zone Trap Back Forecheck 

- As vs. the passive forecheck, speed from behind is essential 

- The man bringing the puck up must freeze the man trapping back 

- If the trap back is always used from one side an offensive overload should be utilized 
on that side 

- It should be possible to gain the offensive blue line without having to use the rim 

3. vs. Aggressive Forecheck 

- Goa!tender has to be prepared to move the puck up 

- Free defenseman and low forward have to be prepared to block out then roll to open 
ice 

- Utilize quick vertical passes to trap the forecheckers 

- Attack with speed 

- Look to create the chance on the rush 

B. 	5 on 4 Offensive Zone Play 

1. vs. High Pressure 

- Half board penetration 

- Low walkout 

- Wrist option 

- Slot options, strong side, weak side 

- Low pick or give and go options 

- Weak side point back door option 

- Back of the net reverse T 



2. vs. Low Pressure 

- Direct point shot or defense to defense point shot 

- Umbrella formation options 

- High pick options 

- High point rotation 

C. 	5 on 3 Offensive Zone Play 

1. vs. 2 Men High Penalty Killing 

- 2-1-2 Formation low cross net or slot option 

2. vs. 1 Man High Penalty Killing 

- 2-1-2 formation one time point shot option 

- 2-1-2 formation high pick option 

- Umbrella formation cross seam or middle point shot option 

D. 	4 on 3 Offensive Zone Play 

1. vs. 2 Men High Penalty killing 

- 2-2 Formation low cross net or back side point option 

2. vs. 1 Man High Penalty Killing 

- Umbrella formation cross seam or middle point shot option 



- 
E. 	Face-Offs 

Centre Ice 

- Quick middle option 

Neutral Zone 

- Forward overload/defense up on boards 

Offensive Zone 

- Defense up on inside to help retrieve loose pucks 

- Defense or forward top of circle other defense wide 

- Quick 2 on 1 pass back to centre or inside forward splitting wide 

- Centre pushing ahead to create 2 on 1 at net 

- Double block positioning against soft penalty killing face-off play 



NHL CONVENTIONAL DOUBLE SWING BREAKOUT 

I - 3 I LATE MAN BREAKOUT 

SWEDISH STRETCH BREAKOUT 



rTh 

HIGH MIDDLE CHIP TO SPEED BREAKOUT 

2 

RE-GROUP OFF NHL BREAKOUT PATTERN 
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HALF BOARD PENETRATION 

2 moves slightly to middle at line 

5 moves up the wall and gets the puck from 2 and takes 

it to the net 

6 and 4 block out in front 

3 is ready to slide in back side 

LOW WALKOUT 

The puck is moved quickly from 2 to 5  

5 moves it quickly to 6 low who walks out with power 

to the net looking for the stuff or back door plays 

to 4 and 3 

WRIST OPTION 

Mini Ilk It 

behind the opposing defense who was forcing 5 

moves it down low to 6 who has stepped out a bit 

6 then rakes it to the net or looks for 3 or 4 on the 

5 under 1/2 board pressure moves it to 2 who quickly 

backside 



SLOT OPTION (Strong Side) 

S.'  

rTh 
f 	  

drawing the opposing forwards out further 

2 moves it to 5 and at that same time 4 has anticipate,  

the play and moved inside the circle on 5's side and i 

ready for a quick shot on a direct feed from 5 or a  

relay pass from 6 

side from the strong to weak side The puck is switched 

up as the shooter and 2 offers backside support 

SLOT OPTION (Weak" Side) 

	 Same rotation as strong side option except now 5 is set 

111. 

a 	a  \fre 
11111.131 11111:1311, 	  

The puck is moved across the top between 2 and 3 

3 offers backside support 

SLOT OPTION (Weak Side) 

6 moves across the front into the high slot circle on strans\  
5 and 2 offer backside support 

MIS 

3 moves it down to 4 who moves deeper with it 

4's side getting a quick shot on the feed from 4 

4 
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LOW GIVE AND CO 

2 passes to 5 who moves it quickly to 6 low then 	,k 

for the net 

6 gives it back 5 going for the net who shoots or look 

for 3 and 4 backside (4 may also set a pick in front 

to allow 5 easier penetration) 

LOW GIVE AND CO 

5 passes it to 6 who gives it quickly back to 5 then  

breaks to the net 

5 gives it back to 6 on his back—hand side who takes 

it to the net or looks for 3 and 4 

/ 	

LOW PICK ROTATION  

5 passes it to 6 then moves to block out the man 
0 

the shot or other plays to 2, 3 or 4 

,001141b, 

covering him allowing 6 to move around the pick for 



6 moves it to 5 then moves out front to pick the orher  

defenseman allowing 4 to move into the slot for a  

quick shot on a pass from 5 who is being pressured by 

LOW PICK 

the other defenseman 

6 

LOW PICK 

5 passes the puck to 6 who Quickly gains rhe net  

4 picks the opposing defenseman at the corner of the  

net allowing 6 to walk out front for the shot or plays  

to 3. 2 or 5  

gesa LOW PICK 

6 and 4 set low picks allowing 5 to walk out front. 

(3 is ready to pick the man covering him should he 

move low to pressure 5) 

tea 	  

0 1\ 	  



WEAK SIDE POINT BACK DOOR OPTION 

5 moves it low to 6 

4 moves into an overload slot position 

3 slides in the backside for a pass from 6 

3 slides in the backside and gets a direct pass ft 

eirk 

or gets a relay pass from 6 who has moved behind the 

net on a pass from 5 

N. 

/ 	16r1 	
5 passes to 6 who gains the back of the net 

STRONG SIDE POINT BACK DOOR OPTION 

\\  

1111..1.141.1rni 

11, 

4 again attracts traffic to the front 

2 slides in the backside for a pass from 6 

7 

WEAK SIDE POINT BACK DOOR OPTION 

4 moves to a strong block and screen position drawing 

traffic with him 



BACK OF THE NET REVERSE T 

5 sets up behind the net 

4 moves to the front of the net into a shooting positi 

3 slides into one dot with 6 assuming a position on  

the other 

2 assumes a  high middle position  

5 looks for passing lanes to the other 4 players 
e 

• 
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rTh 

BACK OF THE NET REVERSE T (PICK) 

Same position posturing as in above example 

On a signal 6 moves in to set a pick at the side of 

the net allowing 5 to come out on his forehand side 

1 for 	the shot or plays to 3, 4 or 2 

"12 



In cases where 2 is being overplayed and the weak side /11 DIRECT POINT SHOT 

penalty killing forward is too low a direct pass may be 

DEFENSE TO DEFENSE POINT SHOT 

With low pressure 5 moves it to 2 who quickly relays 

it to 3 for the direct shot with 6 and 4 in front 

made from 5 to 3 for the quick shot 

9 

DIRECT POINT SHOT 

5 pulls the puck up the wan and Passes to 2 slid 

into the prime shootine area for a one time shnt  

6 moves to the front to support 4 while 3_Offers  

backside support  
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UMBRELLA MIDDLE SPRINT 

 

5 moves it to 2 who sprints to the middle for the 

shot with 6 and 4 in front and 5 and 3 offering 

net support 

UMBRELLA SIDE SHOT 

2 sprints to the middle and then moves it to 5 or 3 

for the shot with 4 and 6 in front 

and 6 in front and 5 offering weak side support 

UMBRELLA OUTSIDE WALK BACK TO MIDDLE FOR SHOT 

5 passes to 2 who relays to 3 who walks wide with 

the puck before passing back to 2 for the shot with 4 



‘ise.0 
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UMBRELLA HIGH SEAM PLAY 

2 passes to 3 who goes cross seam to 5 moving int  

shot with 4 and 6 in front  

"twat  

linsmin1 

UMBRELLA LOW SEAM PLAY 

2 passes to 3 who goes across the low seam to 6 at the 

side of the net for the jam 

lo 	\ 

giA 
wb ale 

HIGH PICK 

3 takes the puck wide then passes back to 2 who moves 

in for the shot as 5 has blocked out the high forward 

covering 2 



5 passes to 2 who relays to 3 who moves in for the 

SLOT PICK 

shot as 4 blocks out the weak side forward who had 

been playing between the weak side defense and the sic 

shot or a pass to 6, 4 or 3 

DEFENSE PICK 

6 passes to 5 who moves around a pick set by 2 for the 

On\  

i  
Az a 

The puck is moved from the strong side from 2 to 3 

BACK DOOR PICK 

who relays to 4 

6 moves into the weal side slot position to draw 

attention 

12 

5 pick the opposing defense on the back door and 2 

moves in the backside getting a pass from 4 
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HIGH POINT ROTATION 

3 passes to 2 who moves straight down the right s 

wall 

5 moves to the corner or near side post 

6 moves around the net off the weak  side post 

4 moves out to the high left slot 

3 moves across to the right point getting the pass 

from 2 with a quick relay to 4 for the shot with 5 

and 6 at the net and 2 offering weak side support 

HIGH ROTATION 

The same rotation as in the above example except that 

the puck is now passed directly from 2 to 4 for the 

shot or from 2 to 6 for the shot off the weak side _ dst 

	E!6 

ask  



5 ON 3 vs. 2 MEN HIGH (2-1-2 LOT OPTION) 

The same sequences as the above example except now 4 

passes the puck to 6 for the quick shot between the 

hash marks 

6 also has to be ready for a quick pass from 2 or 3 

should a slot seam open up 

k•I  
k 
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5 ON 3 vs. 2 MEN HIGH (2-1-1 LOW CROSS NET OPTION) 

 

  

2 and 3 work the puck back and forth drawing the 

penalty killers high  

3 then passes down to 4 who quickly passes across in  

front of the net for the one time shot  

6 shifts slightly to his right to impede the path of ti 

high penalty killer on that side while still facing 

    

  

the net in a good shot or rebound position 

 

    

    

     

5 ON 3 vs. 1 MAN HIGH (2-1-2 ONE TIME SHOT OPTION) 

With 2 and 3 being either both left or both right 

handed or by them simply switching to their one time 

sides a situation is created where the puck is worked 

back and forth between them for the one time shot 
at the top of the circle. 

6 is in a high rebound and screen position with 4 and 5 

in similar positions low 
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5 ON 3 vs. 1 MAN HIGH (2-1-2 HIGH PICK OPTION)  

2 and 3 work the puck back and forth against the  

high penalty killer  

6 from his high slot _position shifts to one side 

picking the high penalty killer allowing the free side  

point man to step in for the shot or the low cross sear 

pass to 5 or 4 

5 ON 3 vs. 1 MAN HIGH (UMBRELLA OPTION) 

Recognizing the penalty killers have only one high the 

powerplay switches to the umbrella looking for the high 

middle shot from 2 or shots from the side by 5 ant 

4 and 6 are in a good screen and rebound position in 

front 

A I I • I I I MI lirS 
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4 ON 3 vs. 2 MEN HIGH PENALTY KILLING 

(2-2 LOW CROSS NET OPTION) 

As in the 5 on 3 situation 2 and 3 work the puck back 

and forth drawing the defenders high with 3 then 

passing down to 4 who goes cross net with it to 5 

4 ON 3 vs. 2 MEN HIGH PENALTY KILLING  

(2-2 BACK SIDE POINT OPTION) 

Same as the above example except now 4 passes the puck 

to 2 sliding in the back side for the shot 

4 ON 3 vs. 1 MAN HIGH PENALTY KILLING (UMBRELLA OPTION) 

From the umbrella formation shots are'ltaken from the 

ii1111111111111111111111111 

ania 

4 offers a strong screen and rebound position 

high middle by 2 or by 5 and 3 from the top of the 

circle on their one time side 



CENTRE ICE FACE-OFF (QUICK MIDDLE OPTION)  

The center pulls it back to a defenseman then tak  

couple of steps forward eettine_a °Pick return pass  

with the two wines moving Quickly to the outside  

generating speed  

The oniective is to catch the penalty killing forwards  

stepping up resulting in a quick 3 on 2 attack 

17 

possibility or a 3 on 1 if the other teams one 

defenseman stepped up for the face-off 

lAnt 	  
slightly to the inside ready to move in for loose pucks 

OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFF (DEFENSE UP ON INSIDE) 

The one defenseman lines up at the back of the circle 

on  the face-off and then moving it quickly back to his 

NEUTRAL ZONE FACE-OFF (FORWARD OVERLOAD OPTION) 

with the two wings lining up on the other side with one 

One defenseman steps up on the boards  for the face-off  

agralla 	
slightly behind and outside the other 

efaliala 

to the wide wing for a control penetration, to win the 

draw and have the two wings able to support the rim; 

to be able to apply quick pressure should the draw 

be lost 

partner 

The objective 3 fold; to win the draw and get the 
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OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFF (FORWARD OR DEFENSE AT BACK 

OF CIRCLE FOR QUICK SHOT) 

One player is lined up for a quick shot at the back of 

the circle or is prepared to move it to the other 

defenseman split wide 

OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFF (2 ON 1 PASS TO CENTRE OR 

INSIDE FORWARD SPLITTING WIDE) 

Anticipating that both opposing penalty killing forward 

move forward the forward on the boards blocks out the 

defenseman facing him allowing the center to step 

forward and the other forward to split wide getting a 

quick 2,on 1 pass from the point against the lone 

defender in front 

OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFF (PUSH AHEAD 2 ON 1) // o' 'o \\ 
\ 	the centre pushes the puck ahead looking for a quick 

With the two penalty killing forwards intent on getting 

out to the points and possibly cheating to get the edge 

2 on 1 at the net with the inside forward 



OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFF (DOUBLE BLOCK WIDE SPLIT PASS) 

OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFF (DOUBLE BLOCK PUSH AHEAD 2 on'l 

19 

OFFENSIVE ZONE FCE-OFF (DOUBLE BLOCK POSITIONING  

AGAINST SOFT PENALTY KILLING FACE-OFF PLAY)  

With the opposition wanting to use a soft chip play  

behind their net to their inside forward for the clear  

it is important to have double pursuit from the  

inside necessitating moving two players to the inside  



V 	TEACHING POINTS 

- Stress the significance of verbal and non-verbal communication to eliminate the 
guess work 

- On entry into the zone get the puck below' the hash marks before turning up, 
allowing all five men to get into the zone 

- Protect the puck or move the puck with sufficient authority to the quiet zone behind 
the net when under pressure 

- Against aggressive low and half board pressure by the penalty killing unit go around 
the horn with the puck to create operating space 

- Defense need to keep skates outside the line to create space and time benefit 

- Utilize the back of the net or the high middle point as control positions on the power 
play 

- Keep the puck off the wall when possible with tape to tape emphasis 

- Work the goaltender with; quick and constant puck movement , traffic in front 
denying sightlines, getting the puck on net giving him an opportunity to make a 
mistake 

- Utilize one touch passing and one time shots whenever possible (do not use the one 
time shot unless the pass is a quality one) 

- When shooting the puck from the point keep the shot a foot off the ice to clear the 
sticks in front while creating a rebound off the goaltenders pads 

- Point shots should be to the strong side of the formation 

- When the puck is retrieved low after a point shot is should be immediately passed 
back to the point again as the penalty killers will have collapsed 

- Block their defense out at the front of the net on shots from the point or half boards 
as it will create a double screen while allowing a teammate to get the loose puck 
without immediate pressure 

- All shots in front should be up under the bar 

- When walking out from the corner look to take the extra step to the goaltender's far 
side as today's goalies protect low with the paddle down 

- Make sure face-offs are a priority on the power play and that everyone in the five 
man unit knows their face-off reponsibilities 
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VI 	- COACHING CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Get to know the officials and how they call the game (the even up call) 

2. Know the size of the rink and the shape of the corners 

3. Know the position of the penalty box and the players benches 

4. Establish two power play units with some interchangeable parts 

5. Stay with the power play units, changing the personnel only as last resort 

6. Stick with the game plan for the power play, playing to your strengths 

7. Make sure the whole team is aware and involved with what the team is trying to 
accomplish on the power play in order to maintain an involved and supportive 
bench 

8. Outchange the penalty killers maintaining high tempo pressure 
(Utilize a quick up stretch attack to catch the penalty killing unit on a lazy change) 

9. Utilize the last seconds of a power play 

10. Utilization of the safe power play when leading late in the game 

11. Use the illegal equipment rule to get a two man advantage 

12. Utilize delay tactics to get the power play refocused and to give your best players 
a rest 

13. On delayed calls the 6th man must know his responsibility (could use a player 
who gets little ice time to keep him involved). Make sure deep defensive 
penetration is the end result 



VII 	PRACTICING THE POWER PLAY 

- When to practice the power play? 

Skill Activities Forwards 

1. 1 time shooting 
2. Quick hands drill 
3. Low give & go 
4. Pick and roll drill 
5. Cycle 
6. Wide drive & delay 
7. 2 on 0/2 on1/3 on 0/3 on 2 chip & run drill 
8. Defection drill 

Skill Activities Defense 

1. 1 Time Shooting 
2. Line Dance 
3. Board drill 
4. Quick look - middle walk 
5. Stick drill 
6. Wrist drill 
7. Pass and pressure drill 

Combined Activities 

1. 4 man practice warm-up 
2. Breakout/Re-Group warm-up 
3. 2 team practice warm-up 
4. 2 on 1 quaterback drill 
5. 4 group option drill 
6. Around the horn 5 man 3 option drill 
7. Low 3 on 2 read 
8. Net play 3 on 2 game 
9. Small area 2 on 2 game 
10. 2 goal scoring game 
11. 5 on 0, breakout to 5 on 4 50 sec. drill 
12. 5 on 4 breakout/5 on 3 regroup 
13. 5 on 4 off zone time game 
14. Full ice power play game 
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POWER PLAY STATISTICS 

REGULAR SEASON 
STANDING 

P.P. 
RANK 

P.P. P.P. 
GOALS 

P.P. GOALS % 
TOTAL GOALS 

1. NY Rangers 1 23 96 32 
2. New Jersey 17 18.3 61 19.9 
3. Pittsburgh 13 18.8 76 25.4 
4. Detroit 6 20.8 85 23.8 
5. Toronto 12 19.2 88 31.4 
6. Calgary 4 21.2 87 28.8 
7. Boston 3 21.7 84 29 
8. Dallas 15 18.4 81 28.3 
9. Montreal 10 20.1 78 27.5 
10. Buffalo 2 22.6 96 34 
11. St. Louis 8 20.5 86 31.8 
12. Washington 18 18.1 70 25.2 
13. Chicago 19 17.5 67 26.3 
14. Vancouver 14 18.8 83 29.7 
15. NY Islanders 9 20.1 74 26.2 
16. Florida 21 15.9 65 27.8 
17. San Jose 20 16 68 26.9 
18. Philadelphia 5 20.8 80 27.2 
19. Quebec 22 15.6 67 24.1 
20. Anaheim 26 14.4 54 23.5 
21. Tampa Bay 24 14.7 57 25.4 
22. Los Angeles 7 20.7 92 31.2 
23. Edmonton 16 18.4 74 28.3 
24. Hartford 23 15 61 26.8 
25. Winnipeg 11 19.4 82 33.4 
26. Ottawa 25 14.5 63 31.3 

WHEN POWER PLAY GOALS ARE SCORED (2 min. Penalty) 

Winnipeg 82 Goals 

1 - 	30 sec. 17 Goals 20.7 
31 - 60 sec. 19 Goals 23.1 
61 - 90 sec. 27 Goals 32.9 
91 - 120 sec. 19 Goals 23.1 

OF 
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